
Summer Reading for Those Entering ENGLISH IV in the 2015-2016 School Year at LECJ 
 

Objective: 
The value of summer reading is well known. Research has indicated that with practice, people 
become better readers and even come to love reading. With this thought in mind, our English 
teachers will be fostering the habit of reading by continuing a requirement of summer reading 
for all students. Our goal is to share our love of reading with our students and help them both 
enjoy a book, as well as, practice the lifelong skill of active reading.   

 
Your Assignment: 

1. Choose ONE FICTION book/play and ONE NONFICTION book from the lists below that apply to your 
graduation plans (* = recommended for ENG 4 AP). When you return to school in the fall, be ready to 
engage in perceptive and interesting discussion about the book you have selected. This will count as one 
major grade. Although you are not going to be graded for annotating the novel, it is highly recommended 
that you do so. Annotating will help you remember details.** 
 

**How to annotate (This is optional, but it is recommended): 
 Highlight or underline important passages, words, or descriptions. 
 Highlight or underline new characters when they are introduced. 
 Write notes in the margins (your reaction to what happens, predictions, characterizations, or questions 

you might have) 
 In the inside back cover, write a brief synopsis and overall impression of the book. 
 Note: Be as thorough as possible, but avoid highlighting or underlining too much. 

 
2. Complete the assignment below as a Word document.  If you do not have computer access over the 

summer, do your work on paper, show it to your teacher, and then type it once all students get their laptops 

returned.  It will be due after that to ensure everyone has a chance to type.  HOWEVER, NO CLASS TIME 

WILL BE GIVEN TO TYPE OR COMPLETE THIS ASSIGNMENT!  You are responsible for getting it completed 

BEFORE school begins in the fall and/or on your own.  If you have any questions or concerns, please ask 

your English teacher before school lets out! 

 

ENG 4 (AP, DC, or Regular) Summer Reading Assignment 

 

Part 1: Vocabulary  
While reading your book, you should be thinking about the author’s word choice (diction). Many times, we can 
read and understand words that we may not be familiar with by using context clues. You should look for these 
words; you may find that you “kind of” know the meaning of a word, but an exact definition helps you to 
understand exactly what the author intends you to know. 

 For the vocabulary section of this assignment, you must find 15 words that are new to you or that you 
don’t exactly know.  

 For each word, record the sentence that it is used in, what you think the word means, and the actual 
definition.  

 Make sure to cite it according to MLA formatted rules.* 
 
Part 2: Questions (1-5) 
 

1. Find a memorable passage of one-two paragraphs from the book. Copy word for word the short passage 
that you think is worth remembering. Using MLA format, cite the passage, and then write a paragraph 
explaining why you think the passage you chose is memorable. * 

 
2. Describe your favorite character or event. Cite at least three pieces of textual evidence from the book 

that supports why you like this character or event. Write the textual evidence then explain how it adds to 
your interest in the character or event.  Don’t forget to cite your evidence. * 



 
3. Identify a significant change in your book, and describe the results of that change. This change may be the 

consequence of a choice, a conflict of some kind that has to be resolved, a display of some outstanding trait 
like courage, or even the result of an action or event that occurs during this story.   When quoting from the 
book, use MLA format to cite.* 

 
 

4.   To highlight the significance of this book for you, read the following questions below and write a two 
paragraph response to one of them:  

a. What discovery did you make as a result of reading this book?  
b. How has this book changed your thinking about a particular topic?  
c. How has this book supported or changed your opinions on a particular topic?  

 
5.   Write one positive comment regarding this book.  

 
6.   Write one constructive criticism comment about this book. 

 

*For assistance with MLA format for citing and integrating quotes, use the following websites: 
http://www.easybib.com/help/paren OR https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/ 
 
*Examples of in-text citations using MLA format:  

 Stephen C. Pepper refers to this phenomenon as a “cumulative collaboration of evidence” (49).   
 This phenomenon is best referred to as a “cumulative collaboration of evidence” (Pepper 49). 

 
 

 
Nonfiction Book Choices 

 

 Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, by Annie Dillard*   
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek is the story of a dramatic year in Virginia's Roanoke Valley. Annie Dillard sets out to see what she can 
see. What she sees are astonishing incidents of "beauty tangled in a rapture with violence."  Dillard’s personal narrative 
highlights one year's exploration on foot in the Virginia region through which Tinker Creek runs. In the summer, Dillard stalks 
muskrats in the creek and contemplates wave mechanics; in the fall, she watches a monarch butterfly migration and dreams of 
Arctic caribou. She tries to con a coot; she collects pond water and examines it under a microscope. She unties a snake skin, 
witnesses a flood, and plays King of the Meadow with a field of grasshoppers. The result is an exhilarating tale of nature and its 
seasons. 
 

 The Edge of the Sea, by Rachel Carson* 
"The edge of the sea is a strange and beautiful place." A book to be read for pleasure as well as a practical identification guide, 
The Edge of the Sea introduces a world of teeming life where the sea meets the land. A new generation of readers is 
discovering why Rachel Carson's books have become cornerstones of the environmental and conservation movements.  
 

 The Happiness Project, Rubin 
Gretchen Rubin had an epiphany one rainy afternoon in the unlikeliest of places: a city bus. "The days are long, but the years 

are short," she realized. "Time is passing, and I'm not focusing enough on the things that really matter." In that moment, she 

decided to dedicate a year to her happiness project. In this lively and compelling account, Rubin chronicles her adventures 

during the twelve months she spent test-driving the wisdom of the ages, current scientific research, and lessons from popular 

culture about how to be happier… 

 The Outliers: The Story of Success, Gladwell 
Malcolm Gladwell takes us on an intellectual journey through the world of "outliers"--the best and the brightest, the most 
famous and the most successful. He asks the question: what makes high-achievers different? His answer is that we pay too 
much attention to what successful people are like, and too little attention to where they are from: that is, their culture, their 
family, their generation, and the idiosyncratic experiences of their upbringing. Along the way he explains the secrets of 
software billionaires… 
 
 

http://www.easybib.com/help/paren
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/


 On Writing Well, Zinsser 
It is a book for everybody who wants to learn how to write or who needs to do some writing to get through the day, as almost 
everybody does in the age of e-mail and the Internet. Whether you want to write about people or places, science and 
technology, business, sports, the arts or about yourself in the increasingly popular memoir genre, On Writing Well offers you a 
fundamental principle… 
 
 

 The Mother Tongue: English and How it Got That Way, Bryson 
With dazzling wit and astonishing insight, Bill Bryson brilliantly explores the remarkable history, eccentricities, resilience and 
sheer fun of the English language. From the first descent of the larynx into the throat (why you can talk but your dog can't), to 
the fine lost art of swearing, Bryson tells the fascinating, often uproarious story of an inadequate, second-rate tongue of 
peasants that developed into one of the world's largest growth industries. 
 

 Dispatches from the Edge, Cooper 
Few people have witnessed more scenes of chaos and conflict around the world than Anderson Cooper, whose 
groundbreaking coverage on CNN has changed the way we watch the news. In this gripping, candid, and remarkably powerful 
memoir, he offers an unstinting, up-close view of the most harrowing crises of our time, and the profound impact they have 
had on his life. 
 

 Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the All-American Meal, Schlosser 
Fast Food Nation was published to critical acclaim and became an international bestseller. Eric Schlosser’s exposé revealed 
how the fast food industry has altered the landscape of America, widened the gap between rich and poor, fueled an epidemic of 
obesity, and transformed food production throughout the world. The book changed the way millions of people think about 
what they eat and helped to launch today’s food movement. 
 

 Black Hawk Down; A Story of Modern War, Bowden 
Already a classic of war reporting and now reissued as a Grove Press paperback, Black Hawk Down is Mark Bowden’s brilliant 
account of the longest sustained firefight involving American troops since the Vietnam War. On October 3, 1993, about a 
hundred elite U.S. soldiers were dropped by helicopter into the teeming market in the heart of Mogadishu, Somalia. Their 
mission was to abduct two top lieutenants of a Somali warlord and return to base. It was supposed to take an hour. Instead, 
they found themselves… 
 

 The Autobiography of Malcolm X 
With its first great victory in the landmark Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of Education in 1954, the civil rights 
movement gained the powerful momentum it needed to sweep forward into its crucial decade, the 1960s. As voices of protest 
and change rose above the din of history and false promises, one voice sounded more urgently, more passionately, than the 
rest. Malcolm X—once called the most dangerous man in America—challenged the world to listen and learn the truth… 
 

 Narrative of the Life of Fredrick Douglass, an American Slave 
Former slave, impassioned abolitionist, brilliant writer, newspaper editor and eloquent orator whose speeches fired the 
abolitionist cause, Frederick Douglass (1818–1895) led an astounding life. Physical abuse, deprivation and tragedy plagued his 
early years, yet through sheer force of character he was able to overcome these obstacles to become a leading spokesman for 
his people. 
 

 The Mexican American Family Album, Hobbler and Hobbler 
Mexican Americans have a unique relationship with the United States. Because of the proximity of the neighboring countries, 
the old traditions of Mexico remain ever close to their hearts even as they embrace a new life in America. As a matter of fact, 
the first Mexican Americans did not leave their homeland by choice to come to the United States. Instead, the United States 
went to them. 
 

 Into the Wild, Krakauer 
In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt. 
McKinley. His name was Christopher Johnson McCandless. He had given $25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his car and 
most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four months later, his 
decomposed body was found by a moose hunter.  How McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into the Wild. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 Three Cups of Tea: One Man's Mission to Promote Peace One School at a Time, Mortenson 
The astonishing, uplifting story of a real-life Indiana Jones and his humanitarian campaign to use education to combat 
terrorism in the Taliban’s backyard. Anyone who despairs of the individual’s power to change lives has to read the story of 
Greg Mortenson, a homeless mountaineer who, following a 1993 climb of Pakistan’s treacherous K2, was inspired by a chance 
encounter with impoverished mountain villagers and promised to build them a school. Over the next decade he built fifty-five 
schools—especially for girls—that offer a balanced education in one of the most isolated and dangerous regions on earth. 
 

Fiction Book Choices 

 Pygmalion, by George Bernard Shaw* 
Pygmalion is a comedy which features a unique relationship between a spunky flower girl and her speech professor. In this 
George Bernard Shaw classic, flower girl Eliza Doolittle teaches her speech professor Henry Higgins that being a lady is more 
than just speaking like one. This is a truly important work for those who are fans of the writings of George Bernard Shaw and 
should not be passed up by individuals who are fans of comedic and witty plays.  

 

 A Doll’s House, by Henrick Ibsen* 
Norwegian-born Henrik Ibsen's classic play about the struggle between independence and security still resonates with readers 
and audience members today. Often hailed as an early feminist work, the story of Nora and Torvald rises above simple gender 
issues to ask the bigger question: To what extent have we sacrificed ourselves for the sake of social customs and to protect 
what we think is love? 

 

 The Things They Carried by Tim O'Brien 
A ground-breaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of storytelling. Every story in The 
Things They Carried speaks another truth that Tim O'Brien learned in Vietnam; it is this blurred line between truth and reality, 
fact and fiction that makes his book unforgettable. 

 

 Skinny Dip by Carl Hiassen 
Hiaasen's signature mix of hilariously over-the-top villains, lovable innocents and righteous indignation at what mankind has 
done to his beloved Florida wilderness is all present in riotous abundance in this novel about money, politics, revenge, and 
attempted murder. 

 

 The Princess Bride:Tale of True Love and High Adventure by William Goldman 
William Goldman's modern fantasy classic is a simple, exceptional story about quests—for riches, revenge, power, and, of 
course, true love—that's thrilling and timeless. What happens with the most beautiful princess in the world marries the most 
powerful prince and he turns out to be a shmuck? 

 

 Bleachers: A Novel by John Grisham 
With Bleachers John Grisham departs again from the legal thriller to experiment with a character- driven tale of reunion, 
broken high school dreams, and missed chances. 

 

 Enter Three Witches by Caroline B. Cooney 
As the murderous events of Shakespeare's play unfold around her, Mary must struggle to survive -- and do what she can to 
prevent more deaths. But can a lone girl save lives when a legion of Scottish lords cannot? 
 

 The House of the Scorpion by Nancy Farmer 
Farmer's novel may be futuristic, but it hits close to home, raising questions of what it means to be human, what is the value of 
life, and what are the responsibilities of a society. Readers will be hooked from the first page, in which a scientist brings to life 
one of 36 tiny cells, frozen more than 100 years ago. 

 

 Alas Babylon by Pat Frank 
When a nuclear holocaust ravages the United States, a thousand years of civilization are stripped away overnight, and tens of 
millions of people are killed instantly. But for one small town in Florida, miraculously spared, the struggle is just beginning. 

 

 The White Garden by Stephanie Barron 
An intriguing tale, weaving together the tendrils of past and present, growth and corruption, love and despair, into a landscape 
of hope. This is a mystery in a garden: a garden in war; a garden beset by modernity; a ghostly white garden haunted by the 
dead. 

 
 



 Inferno by Dan Brown 
In the heart of Italy, Harvard professor of symbology, Robert Langdon, is drawn into a harrowing world centered on one of 
history’s most enduring and mysterious literary masterpieces . . . Dante’s Inferno. 

 

 Crocodile on the Sandbank by Elizabeth Peters 
Elizabeth Peters's unforgettable heroine Amelia Peabody encounters mysteries, missing mummies, and Radcliffe Emerson, a 
dashing and opinionated archaeologist who doesn't need a woman's help -- or so he thinks. 
 

 

 Maus: A Survivor's Tale by Art Spiegelman You must read part I and II! 
A graphic novel that is the most affecting and successful narrative ever done about the Holocaust. Spiegelman has turned the 
exuberant fantasy of comics inside out by giving us the most incredible fantasy in comics’ history: something that actually 
occurred. Maus is terrifying not for its brutality, but for its tenderness and guilt. 

 

 Jurassic Park: A Novel by Michael Crichton 
This is the classic thriller of science run amok that took the world by storm. Unless your species evolved sometime after 1993 
when Jurassic Park hit theaters, you're no doubt familiar with this dinosaur-bites-man disaster tale set on an island theme 
park gone terribly wrong. But if Speilberg's amped-up CGI creation left you longing for more scientific background and ... well, 
character development, check out the original Michael Crichton novel. 

 

 Lucifer's Hammer by Larry Niven 
In this bestselling novel, a massive comet breaks apart and bombards the Earth, with catastrophic results. With civilization in 
ruins, individuals band together to survive and to build a new society. 

 

 Austenland: A Novel by Shannon Hale 
Jane is forced to confront her Austen obsession on an all-expenses-paid vacation to Pembrook Park, a British resort where 
guests live like the character in Jane's beloved Austen novels. Will unlucky in love Jane find her perfect “Mr.Darcy” or learn to 
live without love? Come experience Austenland with Jane. 

 

 All of these books are available for a reasonable price on Amazon.com, Half Price Books, and Barnes & 

Nobles, and digital copies are even cheaper!  Also, check with your teachers, school library, or local libraries 

branches for copies to borrow. 

 

Happy Reading! 


